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IMPROWEMENT IN ROTARY PAPER-CUTTING MACHINEs. 
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The Schedule refered to in these Letters Patent and making part of the same. 

To all whom it may concern.: 
Beit known that WILIAM BULLock, late of Phila-. 

delphia, in the county of Philadelphia, in the State of 
Pennsylvania, did inwent a new and useful Improve 
ment in Rotary Paper-Cutting Machines for cutting 
paper from a continuous rollinto sleets; and I do 
hereby declare that the following is a full, clear, and 
exact description of the construction and operation of 
the same, reference being had to the annexed draw 
iugs making a part of this specification, im which– 

Figure 1isalongitudinal sectionalelevation through 
the red line a, b in fig.2, showing its positionat thein 
stant the sheet is severed from the roll. 

Figure 2 is a transverse section, showing the posi 
tion of the gripers and fingers or pushers at the in 
stant the sheet of paperissevered from the roll and 
before the gripers have moved, as hereinafter de 
scribed. 

This machine and improvement was especially de 
signed to be used in connection with the Bullock 
printing-press, but may be used with advantage in 
cutting paperforany other purpose. Adificulty has, 
however, heretofore existed in machines of this de 
scription, from the forward end of the paper, immedi 
ately afterbeing cut, dropping down perpendicular?y 
out of the reach of the gripers, notwithstanding the 
devices beretofore used to prewent such aresult. 
The nature of the invention here claimed consists 

in providing a means w?hereby the forward end of the 
sheet, immediate?y upon itsbeing severed by the cut 
ter-from the rearend of the preceding sheet, is forced 
or pressed into close contact with the face of the fe 
ma?e cutting-cylinder, just at and on bothsides of the 
place where the griperson thefemale cutting-cylinder 
strike the sheet, and then hold it to that point until 
the gripershave securely and firmly gothold ofit, so | 
that the sheet can be carried on and the operation 
continued. | 

In the drawings hereto annexed– 
A is the frame of the machine, and has parallel 

sides supporting the boxes, shafts, cutting-cylinders, | 
cams, cog-wheels, &c, tle cutting-cylinders being 
placed horizontally between and resting on boxes at 
tached to the sides. 
Eand Fare the fema?e and male cutting-cylinders, 

made hollow to allowa place for the griperand finger 
rods, with their connections. 
K is the griper - rod shaft, running horizontaly 

through the female cutting-cylinder E, having a short 
crank, with a small roller on the outer projecting end 
of the shäft, wlich roller works over the cam-guide P. 
attached to the frame A, closing the gripers at tle 
propertine * - * 

fis the finger or presser-slaft, running horizontaly. 
through the male cutting-cylinder F, having one or 
more arms, (as many as there are gripers in the f 
nale cylinder) firmly secured toit, on tle end ofeach 
of which armstlere is hinged a finger or presser, N, 
so made as not to perforate the paper, the plan repre 
sented in the drawings being preferred, that is, so con 
structed as to run through güides and press the paper 
against the opposite cylinder, and close to and on both 
sides of the gripers. | 
On the projecting end of this finger-rod or shaft is 

a short crank with a small roller, which works between 
the can-guides L. Lattached to the frame A, thereby 
projecting the fingers or pressers against the sheet of 
paper, and holding it on bothsides of the placewhere 
tlegripers strike the paper, close to the Opposite cyl 
inder, uutil the gripers haye Seized firmly upon the 
sheet, the same cam-guides the withdrawing the filii 
gers for the next sleet, and so om. 
G is a horizontal view of the stationary cam for 

operating the fingers or pressers, andis attached to 
the främe A. 
Q is a cam attached to the frame A, and operates 

the griper-rod crank, opening the gripers to release 
the sheet of paper to the next set of gripers orother 
suitable device for receivingtle sheetstherefrom, after 
tley are cut. 
R is a yielding spring-bar, reaching horizontaly 

clearacross the cylinder, and wlien coning in rolling" 
contact with the opposite cylinder, yields and holds 
the paper tightly while it is being cut, by the knife 
rightalong side of it projecting beyond the periphery 
öf the cylinder, and entering the slot in the opposite. 
cylinder at each revolution, and also seweringa, sheet 
of paper from the roll. |- 
Sisa strip of India rubber, tacked to the cylinder 

on the oppositeside of the slot, and projectlyslightly 
| beyond the periphery of the cylinder, for the purpose 
of holding the paper on bothsides of the slot while 
the knife is passing through the paper. 
The papèris supplied to the machine from a coli 

tinuous roll, wlich may rest on or agains, and be 
unwound by its contact with the cutting-cylinder. 
The cylinders being connected by cog-gearing and 

revolving toward eachother, tle paperis fed down be 
tween the cutting-cylinders and severed by the blade 
of the cutter in cylinder Fentering the slot in the 
cylinder B, tle paper being beld firmly for that pur 
poseby the yielding spring R, after which the loose 
end of the web from which a sheet las been cut is 
immediately forcedor pressed against the face of the 
cylinder E by the fingers or pressers NN, which are 
forced out of the cylinder Fas soon as the sheet is 

  



severed, by the cam-roller passing between the cam 
guides I, II, and held up to the opposite cylinder un 
til the gripers lave seized hold of the paper, when the 
cam-guides L L withdraw the fingers ready for the 
next sheet, and so om. 
What I claim as the invention of the said. WIL 

IIAM BULLOCK, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is 

100,367 

The finger or presser N herein described, in combi 
nation with revolving paper-cutting machines, con 
structed and operating substantially as herein set 
forth. 

RICHD. VOSE, Administrator. 
Witnesses: 

A. L. BUTLER, 
JAs. GILLET. 

  


